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     The Vintages 
  Explore the must-sees of the city of Troyes and its surroundings 
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    Plains, hills and vines  
  Leaving Troyes in a north-westerly direction, the chalky Champagne region, which used to be seen as a poor area, has ... 
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    A Feel Of Normandy  
  Moving towards the west of Troyes, there are new landscapes again… authentic, unique: where colours and textures are beautifully mixed. ... 
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    Between The Plain And The Barrois Plateau  
  A land of nature and history From the Troyes Plain, crossing the humid Champagne region to the plateaus, headlands, steep ... 
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    Towards The Humid Champagne Region  
  Crossing the department diagonally, like a scarf, this lush land is punctuated by lakes and vast artificial water plains, contrasting ... 
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    Troyes : Where The Past Enconters renewal  
  No one comes to Troyes for the first time and leaves indifferent! That’s just arrogance and jingoism, you might say! ... 
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  Amaze yourself visit Troyes! 
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      Book your activities online... 
  Strolls, guided tours, city pass, ... Lovely proposals of activities and outings to visit Troyes
To be enjoyed without moderation! 
 
    Book your activities and leisure for an unforgettable day!
When do we meet? 
  Book your activities  
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    City Pass  
  Visit more, spend less with the City’Pass Troyes la Champagne (from April 2024) An original formula ! With this new formula, service providers will be equipped with a special reader to read City cards, so... 
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    Activities for Children  
  Les petits secrets de Troyes. Discover the secrets of the city of a thousand colours! This activity transforms the city into a real playground for young and old alike! An unforgettable moment! Alone, with family... 
 
 
 
      
      
 
    #troyestourisme 
  Share your favourites on Instagram with the hashtag #troyestourisme 
 
   Follow us 
 Extend the experience by following us on social networks 
  	   Follow us on Facebook  
	   Follow us on Instagram  
	   Follow us on Youtube  
	   Follow us on Tripadvisor  
	   Follow us on LinkedIn  

 
 
 
    When are we meeting?
    Troyes La Champagne Tourisme
16 rue Aristide Briand - 10000 Troyes
- From May to October : open from Monday to Saturday from 9:00am to 6:00pm 
Open Sundays and bank holidays from Easter to the end of october :10:00am to 1:00pm and 2:00pm to 6:00pm.
- From November to April : open from Monday to Saturday from 9:00am to 12:30pm and from 2pm to 6 pm (opening at 10:00 on Tuesday)
By phone : +33 (0)3 25 82 62 70 
  Contact Troyes La Champagne Tourism 
 
   Useful documentation to organize everything
For a successful holiday, consult and download our maps and brochures (heritage, nature, activities...) 
  Brochures 
 
   Subscribe to the newsletter of Troyes La Champagne Tourisme and receive the good plans of our experts directly in your mailbox. 
  The newsletter 
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  Surprise yourself! Visit Troyes La Champagne…Troyes is a masterpiece in coloured black and white. It is a city on a human scale, rich in its history, its heritage, its terroir and its inhabitants. Between Gothic and Renaissance, the heart of Troyes, which has the characteristic shape of a Champagne cork, still resonates from the time when the city was the Capital of the Counts of Champagne. Visiting Troyes is like going back into medieval history, reliving the colourful atmosphere of the Grandes Champagne Fairs. Discover in Troyes an exceptional heritage made of magnificent colourful half-timbered houses with a « circumflex accent », 16th century mansions, narrow streets, inner courtyards and beautiful churches Troyes is also a good deal with its famous factory and trading stores, an exceptional museum area,  hotels with charm and quality associated with a renowned gastronomy (sloe de Troyes, champagne, andouillette de Troyes, Chaource cheese…). In Troyes, all the ingredients are there for a successful stay. 160 kilometres south-east of Paris and 120 kilometres from Reims, Troyes en Champagne, the capital of the Aube department, is a unique destination to discover or rediscover. Let yourself be enchanted…
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